
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of technical services manager. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for technical services manager

Develop local standards for repair lead times
Managing Data Quality and Interface Implementation team leads and other
senior Technical Services team members
Ensuring efficient and high quality service delivery through development,
maintenance, and adherence to standard interface implementation and data
quality processes
Managing customer and internal escalations related to data interface
implementation or data quality
Overseeing and/or executing complex interface implementation or data
quality tasks
Collaborating with Program Services leadership to plan new customer
implementation strategy and ensure ongoing customer satisfaction
Serving as the Interface Development product owner which includes shared
ownership of backlog grooming/prioritization and release coordination with
Manager, Data Management
Providing sales support related to data integration/implementation including
RFP response, scoping discussion, pricing, and statement of work
development
Serving as subject matter expert for Wellcentive software development
teams for new feature design and development

Example of Technical Services Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for technical services manager

Demonstrates a general knowledge of RCRA, DOT, and DEA Regulations as it
relates to waste characterization and the transportation of hazardous waste
Able to work with a culturally diverse group of technical individuals whose
skills cover the range required to engineer, operate and maintain the LNG
terminal and Liquefaction production facility
Ability to work in a "self-directed" environment and consistently anticipate
the needs within the organization and deliver on time
Possess the personality and ability to relate to and to establish a mutually
respectful relationship with management, peers and the various facility level
workers (Director, Managers, Supervision and Technicians) whom are all
responsible for ensuring good operations
Accomplished public speaker, able to create and deliver industry-specific
presentations
Computer savvy including Microsoft Office Suite including Word, Excel,
Access, Project and PowerPoint and SAP


